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The Long Journey from Idea to Industrial Success

Holger Schlüter
TRUMPF Inc., Farmington Industrial Park, Farmington, CT 06032, USA

ABSTRACT

It is astonishing how long it can take from the first idea to the industrial success of a laser technology product. Three laser technologies in which TRUMPF participated will be investigated from conception to realization. The first case study focuses on the diffusion cooled coaxial CO$_2$ laser geometry with diffraction limited resonators. The second case study highlights some of the stages along the very successful route to implementation of the thin disk laser; from the conception at the IFSW$^1$ and the ITP$^2$, both in Stuttgart, to the successful industrial installations in automotive applications. Finally the development of high power diodes for diode pumped solid state lasers is also discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The market for high power lasers in industrial material processing has grown to $2.3$ bn in 2007 according to [1]. Three types of lasers make up the bulk of these beam source revenues: CO$_2$ lasers, excimer lasers and solid state lasers (see Figure 2). Excimer lasers are used mainly for micro machining and photolithography applications. The major market for either diffusion cooled or fast-flow multi-kW CO$_2$ lasers is the sheet metal cutting industry. Diode pumped solid state lasers (DPSSL) are commercially available with the laser medium in the form of a fiber (often called fiber lasers) or in the form of a disk (often called thin disk lasers), a rod or a slab. Thin disk and fiber laser dominate the market place for multi-kW DPSSL.

Figure 1: Laser beam sources for material processing in use today. This overview excludes excimer lasers – they are used in micromachining and photolithography applications. Diffusion cooled and fast flow CO$_2$ lasers dominate the market for sheet metal cutting. Most solid state lasers for material processing are fiber delivered, such as thin disk and fiber lasers. This paper will focus on the diffusion cooled CO$_2$ laser with coaxial discharge and helix resonator, the diode-pumped solid-state thin disk laser as well as the high power diode lasers used to pump solid-state lasers.

---

$^1$ Institut fuer Strahlwerkzeuge at the University of Stuttgart

$^2$ Institute of Technical Physics at the German Aerospace Center (DLR)
Lamp pumped solid state lasers (LPSSL) remain in second place of the revenue ranking. Most likely DPSSL will replace many LPSSL because of the great advantages these systems have.

TRUMPF is the leading supplier of DPSSL as well as CO₂ lasers in the industrial marketplace. Therefore it is interesting to investigate how long it takes a laser manufacturer like TRUMPF to transform an idea into an industrial solution that is accepted in the market. We will take three relevant examples in order to show that this process can take 10 to 15 years. The three technologies that will be investigated are diffusion cooled multi-kW CO₂ lasers with an annular discharge region and a high beam quality resonator for annular laser media (“The helix resonator”), the thin disk laser technology that has revolutionized multi-kW DPSSL as well as high power diode laser arrays.

2. THE HELOX RESONATOR

High Power CO₂ lasers are successfully used in sheet metal fabrication since the early 1980’s. Many of today’s multi-kW CO₂ lasers are RF excited and are operated recirculating the gas in order to convectively remove the excess heat from the discharge region (this is called flowing gas operation). Today flowing gas operation can be achieved very cost effectively and efficiently with modern turbo-blowers that utilize actively controlled magnetic bearings.

In the early 1990’s a new idea – RF excited diffusion cooled laser systems emerged. In a multi-kW RF excited diffusion cooled laser system the laser discharge is operated between two water cooled large area electrodes. It can be shown that the output power P of such a system follows the following scaling law:

\[
P = C \cdot \frac{A}{d}
\]

with A: surface area of the electrodes, d: gap width between the electrodes, C: invariant scaling factor.

This shows the @-D scaling advantage of this technology as well as the great potential using reduced electrode spacing to produce high power from very compact laser devices. However, the losses generated during the optical propagation of the laser beam between the electrodes set a lower limit to the gap width. It typically varies between 2-6 mm depending on the optical design of the laser. An empirically [2] found value for the invariant scaling factor is:

\[
C = 40 \left[ \frac{kW \cdot mm}{m^2} \right]
\]

Therefore at a gap width of 2-6 mm an electrode area of 500-1500 cm² is necessary for kW operation.
There are two different options to achieve such a large electrode area:

1. Build a symmetric cross-section for the laser radiation by setting the electrode width equal to the gap width and making the electrode very long. In this case gap width and electrode width cancel each other out:

   \[
   P/l = 40\left[\frac{W}{m}\right]
   \]

   (3)

2. Make the electrode width much larger than the gap width. This allows for short and compact RF excited diffusion cooled multi-kW lasers.

   The first approach would require a resonator length of 25 m for 1 kW of output power. While folded resonators allow building very long resonators in a very compact manner, this is a difficult length to manage. Currently commercially available RF excited diffusion cooled lasers built using the first approach have a maximum output power of 400 Watts [3],[4].

   For the second option, there are two possible geometries to achieve a large electrode surface area:

   1. The slab geometry – two slab like electrodes define a rectangular discharge area with \( A = w \cdot l \) where \( w \) is the width of the electrode and \( l \) the length of the electrode.

   2. The coaxial geometry – two tube like electrodes coaxially arranged define an annular discharge area with \( A = \pi D \cdot l \) where \( D \) is the center diameter between the inner and the outer electrodes and \( l \) the length of the electrodes.

   The main advantage of an RF excited multi-kW diffusion cooled CO\(_2\) laser over a fast flow laser is the absence of a gas recirculation system. However, this advantage comes at a price: The very high aspect ratio of the discharge width (\( w \) or \( \pi D \)) to gap width \( d \) requires novel types of laser resonators. The classical stable resonator only works in symmetric or at least nearly symmetric cross-sections. One of the major difficulties is to conceive a laser resonator that achieves nearly diffraction limited operation not only in the small direction of the aperture, but also in the wide direction of the aperture.

   It turns out that so called unstable resonators are very suited to achieve diffraction limited operation in the wide direction of an aperture [9]. Such an unstable resonator needs to be combined with a stable resonator in the small direction of the aperture.

   3 At least one manufacturer offers a 2 kW laser without gas recirculation [5] that is built with a symmetric beam cross section. However, the laser is not RF excited; instead a DC discharge is established between an anode and a cathode inside a hermetically sealed quartz tube (very much like the discharge in a fluorescent light bulb). Such DC excited lasers are excluded from this discussion.

   4 It would be more correct to speak of length, width and center diameter of the discharge region – however in most cases those values are close enough to the actual electrode geometry, so for simplification the electrode geometry is referenced.

   5 Wide and small directions of the aperture are more exactly defined by the Fresnel number \((F)\) of the resonator, factorized into the two directions \(x\) and \(y\) or \(r\) and \(\theta\). It is defined:

   \[
   F = F_x \cdot F_y = \frac{w/2}{\sqrt{\lambda \cdot l}} \cdot \frac{d/2}{\sqrt{\lambda \cdot l}} \text{ for slab geometries and } F = F_r \cdot F_\theta = \frac{d/2}{\sqrt{\lambda \cdot l}} \cdot \frac{\pi D/2}{\sqrt{\lambda \cdot l}} \text{ for coaxial geometries, with }
   \]

   \( \lambda \): Laser wavelength (typ. 10.6 \( \mu \)m), \( d \): gap width, \( w \): width of the discharge (slab), \( D \): center diameter annular discharge (coaxial) and \( l \): length of the discharge / electrodes.

   In the \( y \) resp. \( r \) direction (“the small direction of the aperture”) diffusion cooled lasers have a Fresnel number close to 1, so they operate diffraction limited with a stable resonator in this direction. In the \( x \) resp. \( \theta \) direction (“the large direction of the aperture”) multi-kW lasers have a Fresnel number on the order of 100 or more, making a different approach - for instance unstable resonators - for diffraction limited operation necessary.
For the slab geometry a suitable resonator type combining an unstable with a stable resonator is the negative branch unstable hybrid resonator as patented by Tulip in 1988 [8]. Many commercial slab laser products are based on this resonator [6].

The idea for a resonator achieving a similar combination of an unstable resonator with a stable resonator for coaxial discharges was proposed at the Fraunhofer Institut Lasertechnik in Aachen, Germany (ILT) and patented in 1992 [10]. In this case the small direction (gap width) of the aperture is in the radial direction of the coaxial geometry, while the large direction of the aperture is in the azimuthal direction.

The resonator that was proposed is called helix resonator, since it makes use of a helical slope on an annular mirror in order to achieve an unstable resonator in the azimuthal direction. For more details on the helix resonator see [11].

Figure 3 shows the main figure of the first patent of the helix resonator. Inventors are Keming Du, Peter Loosen and Uwe Habich, all of the ILT in 1992. It took until 2005 for this idea to turn into a commercially successful product. This journey will be sketched in the following few paragraphs.

A first prototype of a RF excited diffusion cooled CO₂ laser with coaxial discharge geometry (short: coax laser) was completed in 1993. This prototype is shown in Figure 4. The prototype consists of the discharge and mirror assembly as well as a beam shaping telescope. The beam shaping telescope reformat the beam to be rotational symmetric in space and divergence angle. The service cabinet below the laser holds the water distribution system and auxiliary equipment.

The helix resonator requires sophisticated mirror manufacturing technology that was not available at that time. Therefore a simple trick was used to mimic the helix resonator: A toric annular mirror was tilted, which creates two sloped sections in reference to the plane perpendicular to the optical axis. This toric resonator is very similar to the helix resonator; however, two separate beams exit the laser.

The prototype with the toric resonator produced an output power of 1100 Watts at a discharge length of $l = 1$ m, a central discharge diameter of $D = 52$ mm and a gap width of 6 mm. It took until 1996 to develop helix mirrors and beam shaping optics for the laser, but in 1997 it could be shown that the power of the helix resonator in this laser was 1000 Watts and the beam quality of the formatted beam was nearly diffraction limited. This is equivalent to a scaling constant of 40 kW mm/m². TRUMPF was funding these efforts at ILT with the intention to keep in touch with diffusion cooled technology. In 1996 TRUMPF decided to use this technology in order to quickly develop and build a laser for a special customer.
Figure 4: The first RF excited coaxial diffusion cooled laser with Helix resonator. This device was built at the Fraunhofer Insitut Lasertechnik in 1993.

Figure 5 shows the first generation of heart lasers sold by PLC of Franklin, MA and which cardiac surgeons use to perform CO$_2$ transmyocardial revascularization (TMR) to alleviate symptoms of severe angina. Until 1996 TRUMPF sold about 70 fast axial flow CO$_2$ lasers to PLC for use in their product. However, the axial blower had some severe downsides for this particular application, including size, noise and start-up time.

Therefore PLC asked TRUMPF to develop a diffusion cooled version and TRUMPF saw a chance to quickly provide PLC with a solution based on the “almost production ready” prototype of the coax laser.

Figure 5: The Heart Laser – this laser system was sold by PLC, MA and contained a fast axial flow laser from TRUMPF. TRUMPF was asked to develop a diffusion cooled CO$_2$ laser to replace the fast axial flow laser in 1996.

This would also allow TRUMPF to develop a diffusion cooled laser product for use in other applications and complete its CO$_2$ laser product line. In addition it was planned to use this product to establish a high power development group at the TRUMPF subsidiary in Farmington, CT. TRUMP Inc. in Farmington, CT was already building and assembling fast-axial flow lasers for the North American market, including all lasers for PLC. However these lasers were built according to drawings provided by TRUMPF, Germany. The new product provided the opportunity to train a product development team in Germany and then transfer a core team together with laser knowledge to TRUMPF Inc. in order to establish full laser R&D capability and complete the already existing production, sales, service and application departments.
Figure 6 shows the first coax laser design built by the newly established product development group at TRUMPF in Ditzingen, Germany. It was based on the geometry of the first coax laser at the ILT. However, the outer electrode was chosen to be grounded, while the inner electrode was connected to the RF power supply. This allowed the outer electrode to provide the RF shielding as well as the resonator support structure. This in turn allowed a more compact setup than the first prototype at the ILT. The laser was first assembled in 1997 and provided with $l = 1000$ mm, $D = 55$ mm and $d = 6$ mm also 1000 Watt. Again the scaling factor was close to the maximum value at 40 kW mm / m².

After detailed analysis of the laser it became clear that the laser output power was very unstable, the wavelength of the laser would unpredictably change and the mirrors were very sensitive to misalignment. The team was able to link this behavior to the helix resonator and developed a modified version, the so called helix-axicon resonator. A patent was filed [12] and a new laser based on the helix-axicon resonator was designed and built.

Figure 7 compares the helix resonator and the helix-axicon resonator geometries. The helix resonator consists of a toroidal rear mirror and an annular helix mirror with a helical slope in the azimuthal direction. This slope forces the beam on an azimuthal path and any photon along this path will eventually leave the resonator through an aperture in the form of an annular section. This resonator setup is very sensitive to misalignment and not very stable. A new design replaced the toroidal rear mirror with an axicon. The axicon has a retro-reflector effect – which means that an incident beam is reflected back into the exact same direction as the incident beam regardless of the tilt of the axicon (in first approximation). This effect has tremendously improved resonator alignment sensitivity and power stability. The increased resonator length (doubled by the axicon) removed the wavelength fluctuations and the axicon also stabilized the state of polarization.

The first prototype based on the helix-axicon resonator was finished in 1998 and the geometry was adjusted to $D = 77.5$ mm (the rest stayed the same: $l = 1000$ mm, $d = 6$ mm). Provided the scaling constant would remain stable at 40 kW mm / m² this should have allowed operation at 1500 Watt. At that time it was already clear that TRUMPF intended to use this technology for thin gauge sheet metal cutting and 1500 Watt provided (at that time) an interesting market niche in thin sheet metal cutting.
Figure 7: The helix resonator (left) consists of a toroidal rear mirror and an annular helix mirror with a helical slope in the azimuthal direction. This slope forces the beam on an azimuthal path and any photon along this path will eventually leave the resonator through an aperture in the form of an annular section. This resonator setup is very sensitive to misalignment and not very stable. A new design replaced the toroidal rear mirror with an axicon (right).

The laser worked very stable, just as was anticipated. The axicon improved the alignment stability by at least a factor of 20 – measured by the misalignment angle of a resonator mirror that would lead to significant power loss. While this angle was at 50 µrad for the helix resonator it increased to 1000 µrad for the helix-axicon resonator.

However, the output power of the laser remained at 1000 Watts. Many issues and problems were investigated and fixed over the next 16 months, but the maximum laser power that could be achieved remained at 1000 Watts. Several prototypes were built, none of them with more than 1000 Watts of output power.

After solving many issues, including gas chemistry, mirror deformation, RF distribution and others, the power meter one day unexpectedly showed 1200 Watts. This was so unexpected that the accuracy of the power meter was questioned. However, the next day the power meter showed 1500 Watts and within one week the same laser that was stuck at 1000 Watts for more than 16 months now broke the 2000 Watts barrier. At 2000 Watts the scaling factor for this geometry is 50 kW mm / m².

Figure 8: 3 D schematics of a TruCoax resonator with the discharge tube, the mirror blocks attached to the discharge tube, the beam shaping telescope, the RF matchbox in the front, the gas bottle used to refill the gas, lasting at least a year of operation.

In 2000 a core team consisting of 4 members of the German coax development team moved together with the project to the United States and established the high power laser development department at TRUMPF Inc. in Farmington, CT. In the summer of 2000 the first coax laser was operational at the newly built laboratory in the US. Many new employees needed to be hired and trained, vendors needed to be qualified and production processes needed to be established.

A major technical difficulty was uncovered and fixed – it had to do with the locally varying state of polarization due to the annular shape of the resonator mirrors. With the first design of the beam shaping telescope it was not possible to convert this state of polarization into the required circular state of polarization. However a solution was found and...
implemented. This additional project cost the team about 1 year in development time; the move to the United States may have contributed to an additional year.

![Average Power after Telescope](image)

**Figure 9:** In this graph the normalized laser output power is plotted against the laser manufacturing date. Until 2003 about 10 lasers were built and tested internally. After presenting the laser to the public in 2003 about 50 units were delivered to chosen customers for extensive field tests until the product was released for unlimited world wide sales in 2005. At that point it had taken 13 years from idea to industrial product.

From 2001 to 2003 the product design was completed, housing, water distribution, safety mechanisms were developed and designed. Controls and software were developed and adapted. Operator manuals needed to be written, reliability and other tests needed to be performed. Several improvements were implemented. Figure 9 shows the normalized laser output power against the laser manufacturing date. Until 2003 10 lasers were built and internally tested. After presentation to the public on the Laser 2003 in Munich another 50 units were built and tested at chosen customers. In 2005 the product was released for unlimited world wide sales. In the same year the 100th laser was shipped out of Farmington, CT. Since then the TruCoax family has created nearly 40 jobs in Connecticut and enabled more than $100 million revenue in laser and related systems business. Without the patience and endurance of the entire team and management of the TRUMPF group this success would not have been possible. Currently a 3200 Watt version of the Coax laser is in preparation and has been presented to the public.

![Completion of the 100th Coax laser in 2005](image)

**Figure 10:** Completion of the 100th Coax laser in 2005. Until this point it had taken 13 years from the patent to the industrial success. Since then the Coax laser has generated more then 40 jobs in Connecticut and generated more then $100 million revenue in laser and related system revenue. Without the patience and endurance of the entire team and management of TRUMPF this great success would not have been possible.
3. THE THIN DISK LASER

High power solid state lasers - high power loosely defined as an average output power above 1 kW – dominate laser welding. TRUMPF alone has more than 8000 units installed worldwide. Only recently have multi-kW diode pumped solid state lasers outnumbered the sales of multi-kW lamp pumped Nd:YAG lasers in industry. Multi-kW solid state lasers are used in automotive production, ship building, construction and other market sectors. The major advantage of high power solid state lasers over CO2 lasers is the ability to transport the power using a fiber optical cable. This enables the remote installation of the laser and the articulation of a small welding head for instance at the end effector of a robot.

One of the major drawbacks of lamp pumped solid state lasers in the multi-kW class has been the lower beam quality and wall-plug efficiency than CO2 lasers of comparable power.

**Patent Number:** 5,553,088

Figure 1: Figure 1 of the first thin disk laser patent [13] assigned to IFSW\(^6\) and the ITP\(^7\), both Stuttgart, Germany. Inventors are Adolf Giesen, Uwe Brauch, Klaus Wittig and Andreas Voss. The thin disk laser medium (12) is pumped by a diode laser pump source (34) and an external resonator extracts the power from the thin disk laser crystal. In today’s thin disk lasers the diode laser pump beam is incident under a shallow angle to the optical axis and passes through the disk up to 32 times.

The reason for the low beam quality of the lamp pumped Nd:YAG lasers can be found in the thermo-optical properties of the setup. The pump light of the lamp emits a spectrum of which only a small portion is actually transferred into the upper laser level in the rod shaped laser crystal. This leads to the very low optical-optical efficiency of a lamp pumped Nd:YAG laser and the very low wall plug efficiency of 2-4%.

The lamp emits on many different wavelengths. Pump radiation with higher photon energy than required for pumping the upper laser level is absorbed by the laser crystal. This causes an excessive heat flux in the laser crystal. The laser crystal is typically cooled using a fluid flow tube surrounding the Nd:YAG rod. Therefore the heat can only be removed on the cylindrical surface of the rod, while the power is absorbed in the rod volume. This yields a strong thermal gradient in the rod, which in turn creates a non-spherical variation of the index of refraction in the crystal perpendicular to the optical axis. In addition birefringence is induced in the crystal. All these thermo-optical effects are power dependent and can hardly be compensated. Therefore a compromise has to be found for a dynamically stable resonator that can be operated over a large range of pump powers. Such a compromise does not allow for a high beam quality resonator.

By introducing a diode pumped thin disk solid state laser medium all of these drawbacks can theoretically be eliminated. The diode laser emission can be perfectly matched to the absorption spectrum lines of the crystal. Diode lasers

---

\(^6\) Institut fuer Strahlwerkzeuge at the University Stuttgart

\(^7\) Institute of Technical Physics at the German Aerospace Center (DLR)
themselves have high electro-optical efficiency (typically above 60%). Together with the outstanding optical-optical efficiency of the thin disk laser (also greater 60% over a large range of operating conditions) and the low coupling losses (due to the large aperture of the thin disk) a very high wall plug efficiency of up to 27% (including auxiliary components) can be achieved.

In addition, the thin disk is cooled from the back side, so that the thermal gradient in first approximation is along the optical axis and therefore hardly induces any optical aberration. This enables high power operation with very good beam quality. Today thin disk lasers achieve similar values for output power and beam quality as CO_2 lasers of comparable output power and will enable new markets that require the ability to deliver the beam through an optical fiber assembly.

The first disk laser patent was awarded in 1993 to the IFSW and the ITP, both Stuttgart, Germany. Inventors are Adolf Giesen, Uwe Brauch, Klaus Wittig and Andreas Voss [13]. A figure from the original patent is shown in Figure 11.

The first results of a thin disk laser were presented in 1994 [14], the pump beam was delivered using single emitters and transmissive imaging optics as shown in Figure 12. The output power reported was 2 Watts.

![Figure 12: First reported results of the thin disk laser concept in 1994 [14]. The thin disk laser medium is pumped using fiber coupled single emitters and an output power of 2 Watts is reported.](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/conference-proceedings-of-spie)

After this first report, already in 1995 mode locked sub-ps operation was reported [15]. In the same year 10 Watts of average output power were reported [16]. 100 Watts were achieved in 1998 [17] and 1000 Watts (from 4 disks) resp. 647 Watts from one disk in 2000 [18].

Early on the IFSW and the ITP licensed the technology to interested industrial laser manufacturers and have awarded 20 such licenses as of now [19]. The referenced publication is also a very good summary of the current thin disk laser technology and its scalability in cw and ultra short pulsed operation.

TRUMPF started to work with the IFSW in 1996 and has since developed a high power platform that enables a large variety of products. Already at Laser 1999 in Munich the technology was presented to the public. The TRUMPF thin disk lasers are based on a multi-pass pump cavity that is shown in Figure 13. The collimated pump beam with a center wavelength of 940 nm enters the pump cavity through an aperture and is focused onto the thin disk with a large parabolic mirror.

The focused pump beam passes through the thin disk (100-200 µm thick and approx. 15 mm diameter) and is reflected by a thin film HR reflector on the back side of the disk. It passes through the disk again towards the parabolic mirror. Because of the optical setup, in this case the parabolic mirror collimates the pump beam again – it travels to a prism pair on the opposite side of the pump cavity. The prism pair displaces the pump beam and retro-reflects the beam to the parabolic mirror. Here the process starts again and continues until the pump beam has passed the thin disk 10 (in some design 8) times. Now the pump beam is reflected by a plane reflector (pump reflector) at a position opposing the parabolic mirror and the entire beam path is traced backwards for another 10 passes. Altogether the pump beam passes through the thin disk 20 times. Up to 32 passes of the pump radiation through the disk have been reported.
The backside of the thin disk is also coated with an HR coating for the thin disk laser wavelength of 1030 nm. Together with the large aperture in the center of the parabolic mirror this allows to integrate the thin disk pump cavity into resonators with up to 4 thin disk pump cavities in series (TRUMFP design). Further scaling is possible by adding more disks to the resonator.

One of the major advantages of the thin disk laser is its true power scalability. That means, that power and brightness truly scale when the characteristic dimension (in this case the diameter of the disk) is increased. The reason for this scaling property is that all critical thermal and optical densities remain the same if the power is scaled with the square root of the thin disk diameter. The concept of true power scalability is well explained in [20].

At TRUMPF, the current high power series is built on a pump cavity rated at 2 kW output power guaranteed at the work piece. The same module can be operated at 5 kW without inducing any catastrophic damage. The power characteristic of a thin disk with up to 5 kW output power is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 15 shows a commercially available 8 kW thin disk laser with four pump cavities in series. This system has a guaranteed output power of 8 kW at a beam quality of 8 mm · mrad. It is used in many different automotive and thick plate welding applications.
Figure 15: Commercially available 8 kW thin disk laser. Upper left: The entire laser system including chiller, beam switch and controls enclosed in a compact enclosure. Upper right: the four disks inside the pump cavities – the photoluminescence of the disks is visible. Lower left: The resonator setup with four thin disk modules in series, enabling a guaranteed output power of 8 kW at a beam quality of 8 mm·mrad. Lower right: Each pump cavity is pumped with 4 individual stacks of high power diode laser arrays that can be exchanged by a trained operator within a few minutes.

Again it has taken at least 10 years from the patent to the industrial success of the thin disk laser. Exemplary this progress is summarized in Figure 16, where the power per disk (laboratory results) is compared to the industrial available laser power. The industrial success of the thin disk laser was enabled not only by the idea developed at the IFSW and the ITP, but also by the availability of reliable and cost effective high power diode laser arrays. This technology is based on many different ideas and developments and the next section will highlight how a particular fundamental idea – the broadened waveguide technology – has played a major role in the industrial success of high power diode laser arrays.

Figure 16: Thin disk cw power per disk (laboratory results) and power level of industrially available (multi-disk) thin disk laser systems vs. time. Again it took at least a decade from the patent in 1994 to industrial success.
4. BROADENED WAVEGUIDE TECHNOLOGY AND HIGH POWER DIODE LASERS

In 1991 Dmitri Z. Garbuzov proposed a novel vertical structure for high power diode lasers that utilizes a broadened waveguide. In this structure the fundamental mode has very little overlap with the doped cladding layers, which drastically reduces the losses of such a system. This enabled very long devices and therefore very low thermal resistance values. Garbuzov was working at the A.F. Ioffe Physical Technical Institute in Leningrad at the time and developed his idea. In 1991 Garbuzov presented results that increased the world record for high power diode laser emitters 5 fold from 1 Watt for a 100µm stripe width to 5 Watts [21]. More than 15 years after the first results were presented, the combination of high efficiency and low thermal resistance has enabled record powers of nearly 1000 Watts from a single 1 cm wide high power diode laser array [30].

![Figure 17: In 1991 Garbuzov presents the results of a novel high power diode laser vertical structure that would have a broad area waveguide and therefore very little overlap with the doped cladding layers. Already in 1991 his team can show 5 Watt output power from a 100 µm stripe [21].](image)

High power diode pump sources, used for high power solid state laser pumping are typically made up of an ensemble of emitters with single mode output in the vertical direction and multimode operation in the horizontal direction. The horizontal aperture – also called stripe width – for a high power diode laser is typically between 50 and 200 µm wide. One parameter (of many) that shows the capability of a certain high power structure is the output power per 100 µm stripe width. This measure will be used in the section to compare results. Since a large number of such emitters are needed to pump a multi-kW solid state laser it is convenient to look at the output power of an integrated array of such single stripes. It is common to compare the output of a 1 cm wide array of 45-50 such emitters, each with a stripe width of 100 µm. A direct comparison between the 100µm stripe results and the 1 cm array is not possible, since the array cannot reach the same output power due to three dimension heat conduction effects between the neighboring emitters.

The broadened waveguide technology has had a long lasting impact on high power diode lasers as well as on diode pumped solid state lasers. In 1994 Garbuzov joins the David Sarnoff Research Center and Princeton University in Princeton, NJ.

Within 5 years a new semiconductor laser material structure with greater than 10 Watts of output power from a 100 µm wide emitter was realized [23]. For the first time, J. H. Abeles, J. C. Connolly and D. Z. Garbuzov demonstrated optical and electronic processes could be optimized individually [22]. In the year 2000 Princeton Lightwave Inc. (PLI) is spun-off from the David Sarnoff Research Center with 5 founders from Sarnoff, including Garbuzov and Connolly to commercialize the broadened waveguide technology for telecommunications applications. Within 2 years PLI reports [23] single-mode power levels > 1 Watt from InGaAsP / InP. This had major impact on the telecommunication technology and market. About 2 years after the breakdown of the telecommunications market TRUMPF acquired the broadened waveguide technology and the semiconductor growth and processing facility from PLI.

Figure 18 shows the progression of laboratory and commercially available output powers from 1 cm wide high power diode laser arrays over time. Today these devices are commercially available with 100 Watt output power [24] and almost 1000 Watts cw have been shown in the laboratory [30]. Two distinct time periods of commercial success can be identified. Around 1998 the availability of high power diode laser arrays with 20-40 Watts of output power enabled many different diode pumped solid state lasers with powers of a few Watts, but typically pulsed and frequency...
converted. These lasers were very successful in micro-processing. Around the year 2001 the market for marking laser systems also changed over entirely from lamp pumped to diode pumped solid state lasers, driven by the availability of fiber coupled 20 watt (later 40 Watt) arrays.

A few years later, around 2005, industrial availability of high power diode lasers with more than 5 Watt per 100 µm stripe and 80 Watts from a 1 cm array enabled cost effective multi-kW operation of diode pumped solid state lasers. Currently many efforts are geared towards driving the output power per device even higher, therefore further reducing the investment cost for high power thin disk and fiber lasers.

Figure 18: Laboratory and commercially available output powers from 1 cm wide high power diode laser arrays over time. Today these devices are commercially available with 100 Watt output power and almost 1000 Watts have been shown in the laboratory. The broadened waveguide technology was one of the fundamental enabling technologies for this success. Results from [26], [27], [28], [29], [30]

Figure 19 shows the P-I characteristic of such a next generation device, manufactured at TRUMPF Photonics. Mounted on a micro-channel cooler the device is capable of deploying 200 Watts of output power at a junction temperature $T_j$ of 60° C. While record power levels of nearly 1000 Watts were reported, it is important to look at the output power at a low junction temperature, as the degradation of the laser material depends exponentially on the junction temperature. A junction temperature $T_j$ of 60° C will ensure degradation rates that enable tens of thousands of hours of operation. The two curves represent different fill factors (33% and 50%) – the results are discussed in [31].

Figure 19: P-I characteristic of a modern 1 cm wide high power diode laser array, manufactured at TRUMPF Photonics. Mounted on a micro-channel cooler the device is capable of deploying 200 Watts of output power at a junction temperature $T_j$ of 60° C. While record power levels of nearly 1000 Watts were reported, it is important to look at the output power at low junction temperature, as the degradation of the laser material depends exponentially on it. [31]
Today the broadened waveguide technology has become an enabling part of industrial diode pumped solid state lasers. More than a decade passed from the formulation of the first idea in 1991 to the deployment in diode pumped marking lasers in 2001 and until 2005 for the deployment in high power diode pumped solid state lasers.

5. CONCLUSION

Diffusion cooled CO₂ lasers with coaxial discharge, diode pumped thin disk lasers, high power diode laser arrays – in all cases it took 10-15 years for a novel idea to become an industrial success. While these are only three case studies, it seems conceivable that this long time scale for development and commercialization demonstrates a fundamental time-scale in the high-technology sector. It is particularly interesting how little the time frame is impacted by the individual approaches and boundary conditions – in one case a development department was created and moved from Germany to the United States, in the other case the technology remained the entire time within Germany, in the third case a scientist and his team came from Russia, joined a US research center, spun-off a start-up company and eventually got acquired by TRUMPF. None of these aspects seem to matter. It seems to take time for a technology to be transferred into industry, regardless of the individual approach.

If the time scale of 10 years or more for commercialization is correct, it is important for future developments to try to anticipate what alternative, existing technologies might achieve through their improvement in those 10 years and develop a technology that is still disruptive 10 years from now.
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